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Abstract

! .A quadrupole ring trap and a betatron are combined to form a new type of induction accelerator crystron that allows
stable acceleration of crystalline ion chains. We illustrate the working principle and the stability of the crystron by
simulating numerically the acceleration of chains of up to 1000 crystallized 24Mgq ions. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.

Experimenting with a set of floating magnets
Mayer demonstrated more than a century ago that
the stable equilibrium configurations of trapped
charged particles exhibit regular geometric patterns
w x1,2 . In the context of early atomic models, Mayer’s

w xideas were developed further by Thomson 3 and
w xFoppl 4 and eventually led to the experimental¨

w xdemonstration of macroscopic 5 and microscopic
w x6,7 Coulomb crystals in electrodynamic traps. A
qualitatively new idea was introduced in 1985 by

w xSchiffer and Kienle 8 who proposed to create fast
beams of crystallized heavy ions. An important mile-
stone on the way to crystalline beams was the
demonstration of macroscopic stationary crystalline
structures of laser-cooled 24Mgq ions in an rf ring

w xtrap 9–11 by a research group at the Max-Planck-
! .Institute for Quantum Optics in Munich MPQ . In

1996 strong experimental indications for the exis-
tence of fast Coulomb-ordered chains were found by
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685-2031; e-mail: rblumel@wesleyan.edu

w xSteck and collaborators 12–14 who experimented
w xwith electron-cooled beams 15,16 of heavy ions at

the ESR storage ring at GSI in Darmstadt. That the
ions in the ESR experiments are indeed ordered has

w xrecently been verified theoretically by Hasse 17 . An
interesting research direction is currently being pur-

w xsued by another research group in Munich 18 . This
group is currently constructing an improved version
! . w xPALLAS 18 of the successful MPQ ring trap
w x9–11 . The PALLAS collaboration plans to achieve
particle acceleration with the help of drift tubes. The
feasibility of this acceleration scheme was recently
proved with the help of molecular dynamics compu-

w xtations 18 simulating the acceleration of a hot beam
of 200 24Mgq ions to speeds of f 5000 mrs. Fast
crystalline beams are interesting for many reasons
w x15 . They offer, for example, the prospect of creat-
ing beams of unprecedented quality and brilliance
w x8–15,17,18 . They may also be used for testing
experimentally the suppression of synchrotron radia-

w xtion of fast crystalline beams 19–21 . We note that
all beam crystallization schemes employed so far
w x8–15,17,18 start with a fast, hot, disordered beam
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which is then acted upon by a cooling mechanism
! w xe.g. laser cooling 15,22,23 or electron cooling
w x.15,16 in order to form a crystalline beam.
In this Letter we study the production and acceler-

ation of crystalline beams of fast heavy ions of mass
m and charge Ze by starting with a crystal at rest and
subsequently accelerating the crystal in such a way
that the crystalline order is preserved. This accelera-

w xtion scheme was first suggested in Ref. 20 . In order
to achieve this goal we propose a new type of
accelerator: a combination of a circular quadrupole rf
ring trap and a betatron, the crystron. On the basis of
detailed molecular dynamics calculations we demon-
strate below that the crystron is indeed capable of
accelerating heavy ion crystals to high speeds while
preserving the crystalline structure. Thus the pro-
posed accelerator is a good candidate for producing
fast crystalline beams in the laboratory. Preliminary
computations indicate that the crystron is also capa-
ble of producing and accelerating three-dimensional
crystalline beams.
A schematic sketch of the crystron is shown in

Fig. 1. The basic structure of the machine consists of
! . wa cylindrical induction transformer B betatron 24–

x27 . A circular evacuated tube located in the gap G
between the poles P and Q of the transformer con-

w xtains a circular rf ring trap T 9–11,18 . A fast ion
crystal is generated in this machine according to the
following five steps.
1. Initialization: The electric current I passed

through the induction coil C of the transformer is
switched off. The magnetic field in G is zero. The

Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the crystron.

quadrupole ring trap is switched on, i.e. an ac volt-
! .age V sin V t and a dc voltage U are applied to the0 0

electrodes of the trap. Fig. 1 shows these electrodes
schematically as four conducting rods.
2. Loading: With the magnetic field switched off

! .and the ring trap switched on see step 1 the trap is
filled with N ions, for instance generated by electron
impact ionization of atoms close to the center of the

w xtrap’s axis 9–11,18 . The ions thus produced form a
hot nonneutral plasma.
3. Crystallization: Following step 2, a cooling

method is now applied to generate an ion crystal in
the ring trap. Various cooling schemes are available,

w x w xe.g. resistive cooling 28 , buffer-gas cooling 18 ,
w xand laser cooling 9–11,15,22,23 . If applicable, laser

cooling is by far the most efficient method. In case
the considered ion species cannot be cooled directly

w xwith lasers, sympathetic cooling 29 may be consid-
ered. Steps 2 and 3 have already been proven to

w xwork experimentally 9–11 , not only for ion chains
but also for more complicated three-dimensional
crystal configurations.
4. Preparation: Once the crystal is obtained, the

cooling laser is switched off. In an ultra-high vac-
uum, where collisions of rest-gas atoms with the
crystal can be neglected, this step poses no danger to
the ion crystal provided the trap parameters a and q
are chosen away from the deterministic melting re-

w xgions 30,31 . In this case it has been proven experi-
w x w xmentally 32,33 and theoretically 34,35 that once

the ion crystal is formed, it is safe to switch off the
cooling laser without destroying the ion crystal. As a
matter of fact, absence of heating following the
shut-down of the cooling devices defines a conve-
nient experimental procedure to ascertain the exis-
tence of an ion crystal in the trap in case expensive

! .diagnostic equipment e.g. CCD cameras is not
w xavailable 35 .

5. Acceleration: The ion crystal is now acceler-
ated to its final energy E by passing a rising currentf
! . ! .I t through the coil C. The increasing current I t

! .generates a time varying magnetic flux F t through
the circular area enclosed by the ion crystal. This in
turn generates an azimuthally directed electric field
that accelerates the ion crystal. The crystal is held in
its circular orbit by the Lorentz force due to the

! .magnetic field B t produced by the poles P and Q
in the gap G. In a traditional betatron axial stability
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is achieved by means of an inhomogeneous ‘bulg-
ing’ magnetic field in the gap G resulting in the

w xweak focusing mechanism of a betatron 24–27 . In
a crystron axial stability is provided by the strong
focusing effect generated by the circular quadrupole
ring trap. Thus in its simplest form a crystron can be
built with a homogeneous field in the gap G. This is
indicated in Fig. 1, where the surfaces of the poles P
and Q are shown horizontal and parallel to each
other thus generating a homogeneous magnetic field
! .B t at the location of the ring trap. This does not
mean that crystrons may not benefit from a small
amount of weak focusing on top of the strong focus-
ing provided by the ring trap. In a few preliminary
numerical simulations we found, however, that stable
operation of the crystron is obtained only with a very

w xsmall magnetic field exponent n 24–27 . This is
w xconsistent with the results of other researchers 15

indicating that traditional betatrons are not suitable
for creating stable crystalline beams. Great care has

wto be exercised to fulfill the betatron condition 24–
x27 . It states that the magnitude of the effective

magnetic field enclosed by the circulating crystal
! .must be twice that of the field B t generated by P

and Q. In an actual machine this condition may be
fulfilled by adjusting the width of the air gap A in

w xthe central post of the induction magnet 26 .
Feasibility and stability of step 5 are now demon-

strated with the help of detailed molecular dynamics
simulations. The total force acting on an ion during
the acceleration step 5 is the sum of the following
four forces: the trap force F !T ., the Coulomb force
F !C ., the Lorentz force F ! L. and the azimuthal ac-
celerating force F ! A.. Chosing t s2rV as the unit0
of time, l s1mm as the unit of length and introduc-0
ing the dimensionless time ts trt , the classical0
dynamics of N ions in the crystron is described by
the following N coupled equations of motion:

d2 r t! .i !T . !C . ! L.sF r ,t qF r qF r ,t! . ! . ! .i i i2dt

qF ! A. r ,t , is1,2, . . . ,N , 1! . ! .i

! . ! .where the position vector rs x, y, z in units of l0
refers to a coordinate system whose x-y plane con-
tains the axis of the ring trap and whose z direction

coincides with the axial direction of the crystron.
The trap force is explicitly given by

ryR xrr! .
!T .F r ,t s aq2qcos 2t ,! . ! . ryR yrr! ." 0yz

2! .

w xwhere a and q are the trap control parameters 15
proportional to the dc and ac trap voltages, respec-

2 ! 2 2 .tively, r s x qy and R is the radius of the ring
trap’s axis. The Coulomb force acting on particle
number i is given by

r yri j!C .F r sk , 3! . ! .#i 3Nr yr Ni jj/i

2 2 ! 3 2 .where ksZ e r pe l mV . Assuming a time de-0 0
pendence of

B t sB g t 4! . ! . ! .0

for the magnetic field in G, the Lorentz force is
given by

ẏ
! L.F r ,t sbg t , 5! . ! . ! .yẋ" 00

! .where bs2ZeB r Vm . The accelerating force is0
given by

y
! A.F r ,t sbg t . 6! . ! . ! .˙ yx" 00

! .We solved the equations of motion 1 for various
particle numbers ranging from Ns2 to Ns1000
using a numerical fourth order Runge Kutta integra-
tor with constant step size. Since we are interested in
accelerating Coulomb crystals, this rather simple in-
tegrator turned out to be convenient and efficient for
the problem at hand since close Coulomb collisions
were not expected to occur. There is no problem to
adjust the step size manually in order to obtain
converged results.
In all our numerical examples to be discussed

below we chose 24Mgq as the ion species and
! .operated the ring trap at fsVr 2p s10 MHz.

We set as0, qs0.2. The magnetic field was
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! . ! .chosen according to 4 with B s1T, g t s0
! .sin vt and vs0.002. Thus the acceleration phase

5 of the crystron corresponds to the time interval
! .0FtFt spr 2v . The radius of the ring trapmax

! .was chosen to be RsNdr 2p with ds30mm.
With this choice of trap parameters the crystalline
minimal energy configuration is a chain of N ions
located on the axis of the ring trap with an ion
spacing sf30mm. This corresponds to typical val-
ues of ion spacings observed in the MPQ ring trap
w x9–11 .
Initial conditions for the simulation of the acceler-

ation of a crystalline N-ion chain were obtained by
placing the ions inside a torus of minor radius 2 mm
coaxial with the ring trap. While the radial positions
of the ions with respect to the trap’s axis were
chosen randomly, the azimuthal positions of the ions
were chosen from a narrow periodic distribution with
a mean spacing of 30mm. The initial velocities were
set to zero.
The numerical solution of the equations of motion

! .1 provided us with detailed information on the
temporal behavior of the phase-space trajectories of
the ions in the crystron. We studied ion crystals of
sizes Ns2,10,20,30,40,50,100,200,500,1000. For
all ten cases studied we computed the plasma param-

w xeter G 36 and found it to be much larger than 200.
The plasma parameter stayed above the value 200
during the entire acceleration phase qualifying our

w xion chains technically as crystals 36 . We also com-
w xputed the dimensionless linear particle density l 36

and found it to be approximately 0.25 for all ten
crystals studied. This provides a simple consistency

w xtest, since Hasse and Schiffer found 36 that the
stable crystalline structures for l-0.709 are strings
of ions.
Detailed knowledge of the positions of the ions as

a function of time allowed us to program an anima-
tion of the N-ion crystals displayed on a high-resolu-
tion computer terminal. Watching the animations we
obtained a qualitative impression of the stability
properties of the crystalline ion chains during the
acceleration phase. None of the crystals ‘exploded’.
The crystalline order was clearly preserved over the
entire duration of the acceleration phase. Qualita-
tively there was no difference in the behavior of the
ten ion crystals. For all ten crystals studied, the
temperatures were much less than 1mK and the

corresponding ion chains were completely ‘frozen’.
If the crystron would show any instability at all, one
suspects that it would be most pronounced for higher
temperatures. Thus we reexamined the Ns1000 ion
crystal, but this time at much higher temperature
corresponding to Gf3. The resulting ion chain is
technically no longer a crystal, but still well ordered
as we will see below. Stability of this ‘hot chain’
proves that the crystron can be applied successfully
even if the thermal fluctuations are large.
The initial distribution of ion spacings of the ‘hot’

! .1000-ion chain is shown in Fig. 2 a . Although the
!initial ion velocities were chosen to be zero see

.above , the Coulomb interaction between the ions
quickly thermalizes the ions to a temperature of
about 200 mK. Due to the quasi linear shape of the
chain and its closeness to the trap’s axis, the trap’s rf

! .voltage rf heating has practically no effect on its

Fig. 2. Probability distribution of ion spacings for the 1000-ion
! . ! .chain. a Initial distribution, b final distribution of ion spacings

after a 25 ms acceleration period in the crystron. n counts the
number of ions in the histogram bins of width 0.25 mm.
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temperature. Fig. 3 shows the radial and the axial
temperatures of the ion chain as a function of time.
The temperatures were computed according to

m 2$ :T t s z yV , 7! . ! . ! .a a a2kB
% 4where k is Boltzmann’s constant, ag r, z , zsr,˙B

V is the average velocity of the crystal in the aa

direction and the angular brackets denote an ensem-
ble average over all ions in the crystal. Fig. 3 shows
that the temperatures stay roughly constant as a
function of time. Due to our choice of initial condi-
tions the temperatures T and T turned out to ber z
different. As shown in Fig. 3, this difference is
preserved over the entire acceleration phase. This
observation is significant. It shows that there is very
little energy exchange between the r and the z
directions. As a result these two degrees of freedom
are essentially decoupled in the crystron. This obser-

! . ! .Fig. 3. Radial a and axial b temperatures of the 1000-ion chain
as a function of time during the acceleration stage in the crystron.

vation, however, may only apply to quasi one-di-
mensional chains. More complicated three-dimen-

w xsional ion structures 9–11 may couple these two
degrees of freedom more effectively. We also note

! .that the definition 7 of the crystal temperature
contains the deterministic effects of the rf micromo-
tion of the ring trap and the regular motion of the
ions in the ring trap’s pseudo-oscillator potential
w x37 . While we checked explicitly that the effect of
the micromotion on the temperature is small, the
violent temperature oscillations in Fig. 3 are most
probably due to the ions’ secular motion in the
pseudo-oscillator. But since this oscillation does not
qualitatively change the average behavior of the
temperature of the crystal, we did not subtract this

! .contribution from 7 . It is essential to note that
despite the additional contribution of the secular
oscillations the temperature of the 1000-ion chain

! .stays close to its initial temperature well under 1K
during the entire acceleration phase. The most impor-
tant result, however, is that the longitudinally or-
dered structure is preserved. This is already indicated
by the fact that the radial and the axial temperatures

! .do not increase see Fig. 3 . But in addition, a more
convincing demonstration of the preservation of the

! .ordered structure is provided in Fig. 2 b . It shows
the distribution of particle spacings of the 1000-ion
chain at the end of the acceleration phase. Compared

! ! .. ! .with the initial distribution Fig. 2 a , Fig. 2 b
shows that the final distribution of ion spacings is
smoother, but its width remained narrow. This means
that the ions stayed close to their equilibrium posi-
tions, approximately 30mm apart.
Fig. 4 shows the rotational energy per particle as

a function of time. This figure proves that the crystal
is indeed accelerated and reaches a final energy of
E f45.6 eV which corresponds to a final velocity off
Õ f19 kmrs. The final energy agrees well with af
simple nonrelativistic estimate taking only the accel-
erating force F ! A. into account:

Z 2e2R2B20E s s45.6 eV. 8! .f 2m

! .Eq. 8 shows that much larger final energies are
obtained with larger accelerators. In our simulations
we are currently limited to Nf1000 resulting in an
accelerator of only Rf0.5 cm radius. According to
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Fig. 4. Rotational energy per particle of the 1000-ion chain as a
function of time during the acceleration stage in the crystron.

! .8 , however, an accelerator of the size of the MPQ
!ring trap or PALLAS both approximately 5.75 cm

.radius may already produce a final energy of E ff
6.6 keV. The final energy is additionally increased
by replacing the 24Mgq ions with lighter ions, e.g.
7Liq ions. Laser cooling of 7Liq ions has already

w x 7 qbeen demonstrated 38 . The final energy for Li
ions in a mini crystron the size of the MPQ trap or
PALLAS would already provide a final energy of

! .E f23 keV. Since 8 is directly proportional tof
Z 2rm, one may also think of using highly charged
ions such as U92q, or light charged particles such as
electrons. In these cases laser cooling does not work
and alternative cooling schemes have to be devel-
oped.
In addition to generating the initial crystalline ion

configuration randomly as described above, we also
ran simulations where we started with a hot ion
plasma of up to Ns1000 ions and applied isotropic
cooling by means of an additional damping force

!D. ! .F syg r added to the right-hand side of 1 .˙
Choosing gs10y3 we obtained self-consistently
computed ion crystals that were taken as the initial
conditions for the numerical simulation of the accel-
eration phase in the crystron. There was no qualita-
tive change with respect to the results described
earlier above. In particular, even in this more realis-
tic simulation, we obtained stable, fast ion chains as
a result of crystron acceleration.
Our simulations contain several approximations,

! .simplifications and idealizations. i Quantum effect
are not included in our simulations. This is justified

since even at 1mK the ions are in such highly
excited states that quantum effects are completely
negligible. This, a posteriori, justifies our use of
classical molecular dynamics simulations for the in-
vestigation of the stability of crystalline beams accel-

! .erated in the crystron. ii When stating the trap force
! .2 , the toroidal shape of the ring trap was not taken
into account. The ring trap was approximated as
locally straight. We feel, however, that due to the

! .small curvature of even a small crystron R;1 cm
! .this approximation is justified. iii Concerning the

! .Coulomb force 3 , we included all two-body interac-
tions, although a large fraction of ions is blocked
from interacting with a given ion by the ring-trap
electrodes and the central structure of the crystron.
But since the obscured ions are a macroscopic dis-
tance away from a given ion, it is unlikely that our
‘overcounting’ the interaction would qualitatively

! .change our results. iv Our simulations do not yet
take the effects of field imperfections, contact poten-
tials and inaccuracies in the shape of the electrodes
into account. A study of these effects is now under
way and may prove crucial in view of the stability
properties of actual experimental implementations of
the crystron.
A final remark concerns the rise time of the

magnetic field. In our simulations we assume vs
! .0.002 see above which was mainly dictated by

computational considerations. Thus the magnetic
field is ramped up from zero to its final value in a

! .time interval Dtst t s1r 2v f s25ms. Thismax 0
ramp time may seem short in comparison with rise
times on the order of 20 ms frequently used in

w xconventional betatrons 26 . However, with particle
numbers ranging from Ns50 to Ns200 and ramp
speeds v ranging from 0.1 to 10y4 , we checked
explicitly that a ramp time of 25 ms is already in the
‘adiabatic regime’, i.e., a longer ramp time will not
result in a change of the final energy E of thef
crystals, nor will this longer acceleration time affect
the stability properties of the acceleration stage.
Summarizing our results we produced beams of

crystallized ions by implementing a reversal of the
preexisting schemes for the production of crystalline
beams. Instead of first accelerating the ions and
subsequently cooling them, we propose to first crys-
tallize the ions and then accelerate them. In order to
accomplish this task, we propose a new type of
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accelerator: the crystron. Using computer modelling,
we have demonstrated stable acceleration of ion
crystals in the crystron while preserving the crys-
talline structure. Cold crystalline beams of up to
1000 24Mgq ions proved to be stable in the crys-
tron. In addition we investigated the acceleration of a
‘hot’, but ordered ion chain consisting of 1000
24Mgq ions. Even in this case we found stability and
a final energy of the beam of E f45.6 eV. Thus wef
have provided firm evidence, based on microsopic
modelling of the acceleration phase of the crystron,
that experimental implementation of the crystron may
provide fast beams of crystallized heavy ions.
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